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Wolver Turbo Power 15W-40

VERPACKUNG

208 L | 60 L | 20 L

WOLVER Turbo Power 15W-40 is a multigrade engine oil for heavy loaded equipment, with all types of diesel engines,
including turbocharged. Especially effective in the technology of previous generations - in off-road, construction, agricultural,
where the manufacturer regulates the use of CF-4 oil grade.

WOLVER Turbo Power 15W-40 is made of highly refined base oils and includes complex additive packages that ensure
stable operation, especially in high mileage engines. The oil reliably protects engine parts from oxidation, prevents carbon and
lacquer formation, and high-quality detergent bags ensure the purity of the piston group.

WOLVER Turbo Power 15W-40

- suitable for modern engines requiring CF-4 oils and for previous generations;

- especially effective in countries with hot climates;

- effectively operates under severe operating conditions.

SPECIFICATIONS:
SAE 15W-40
API CF-4
ACEA E2

MEETS THE REQUIREMENTS OF:
MAN 271
MB 228.1
Volvo VDS

Characteristics

Provides extended drain intervals;●

High resistance to aging and oxidation;●

Stable viscosity for the entire service life;●

Reduces wear and increases engine life;●

Year-round use;●

Excellent detergent properties.●

Effects
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Reduces fuel consumption;●

Increase the efficiency of operation and reduce the overall cost of maintenance;●

Excellent low-temperature pumpability;●

Reduced downtime;●

Minimum wear at high loads on the drive parts;●

Provides clean engine.●

Utilization

In diesel engines of commercial vehicles●

With multivalve technology●

With and without turbocharging●

In diesel engines of light trucks and minibuses●

Disposal

WOLVER Turbo Power 15W-40 is assigned to category 2 of used oils and thus is free for disposal.

Miscibility

WOLVER Turbo Power 15W-40  is miscible with comparable lubrications. It is recommended to take only Wolver Turbo
Power 15W-40 when refilling.

 

Data Table

PROPERTIES UNIT TYPICAL INDICATORS

Kinematic viscosity at 100 °C mm²/s 14.9

Viscosity index - 140

Pour point °C -27

Viscosity CCS at -20°C mPa·s 6800

TBN mgKOH/g 9.5

Flash point °C 224

Density at 15.6 °C kg/m³ 876

20L - Pail 4311 4260360943119
60L - Barrel 4322 4260360943225
208L - Barrel 4312 4260360943126

 


